
Setting Up Your First 
Action-Inspiring Workspace (GA)

Create Your Workspace and Customize Your ColorsI.

Create the 6 pages in Data StudioII.

For any further questions, 
feel free to contact us! 

Observations that led to 
our testing opportunity.

Formalized hypothesis 
statement and test details.

Your votes on potential test 
outcomes.

Holistic deep dive into known 
stakeholder questions, and 
the cannibalization, down 
funnel, segmentation, and/or 
cohort analyses. 

Delta of Primary KPI 
between variations and 
estimated business impact.

What does it all mean, and 
what will we do regardless 
of the test outcome.

Val Kroll: val.kroll@searchdiscovery.com

Julie Shallman: julie.shallman@searchdiscovery.com

GOOGLE ANALYTICS:

Create a new report, and add 
the view linked to Google 
Optimize as a data source.  

Go to “File” > “Settings” 
and add a report filter that 
includes data from only the 
relevant experiment name.

mailto:val.kroll%40searchdiscovery.com?subject=Action-Inspiring%20Workspace%20-%20Summit%202020
mailto:julie.shallman%40searchdiscovery.com%20?subject=Action-Inspiring%20Workspace%20-%20Summit%202020


Outline Why We Tested Using Observations and the Business OpportunityIII.

IV. Supply Test Details to Show What Was Tested

Clearly state the Observation you made.

Show the Evidence for your observation.

NOTE: Evidence can take multiple visualizations - have titles clearly 
state how it supports your observation. Evidence can come from 
different sources, use a text box to explain and add links to necessary 
documentation.

Repeat until all important observations are presented.

This is the question your observations lead 
you to ask - “Diet Hypothesis.”

Here is where you describe the Opportunity for the 
business, what will this test help answer or improve? 
Explain the benefit to the business.

State your formalized Hypothesis in the if-then-because format.

Provided a short description of each recipe and 
links to visuals and the full Test Plan.

Note all exclusions for the Test Audience, 
and the exact Location of the test.

Include the exact definition of your Primary KPI, 
leave nothing to interpretation.



Bonus: What Does Your Gut Say? Can Show Which Outcome People Thought 
Would Occur!

V.

You will need to get your data from Google Form  Google Sheet  Excel Sheet  Data Sources  Adobe 
Analytics Workspace

1. Create your Google Form & send 
out to voters.

Show Exactly What the Outcome of the Test WasVI.

Clearly state the 
Outcome of the 
test, and whether 
any other deciding 
factors would 
change your 
decision. 

Make it clear 
that the test was 
healthy in its split 
between recipes.

Show the lift 
in the Primary 
KPI between 
Challenger and 
Control - include 
the MDE used, 
and the Primary 
KPI definition.

Show the change 
in the Primary 
KPI to tie back to 
actual number of 
conversions.

1. Create table:
• Dimensions = “Experiment Name”, “Variant”
• Metrics = “Sessions”, “Goal XX Completions”, “Goal XX 

Conversion Rate”
2. Create scorecards to display the “Goal XX Conversion   
 Rate” for each variant

• Add a filter to each scorecard with the variant number
• Rename the scorecard metric by the variant (ex: 

original, version 1, etc)

3. Select the variant scorecard and original scorecard,   
 right click, and select blend data
4. Edit the metric for the new blended scorecard:

• Change the name to: “Variant X % Lift”
• Change formula to: ( SUM(Variant X conversion rate) 

- SUM(Original conversion rate) ) / SUM(Original 
conversion rate)

5. Delete the two scorecards you used to generate the   
 blended data source

GOOGLE ANALYTICS:

Several steps are required to display the % lift of each variant over the original in Data Studio:



Time to Answer Those Burning Questions and Show Them What Popped!VII.

Provide What We Learned and the Actions We Will TakeVIII.

State the Question you answered in this extra analysis - 
do not leave it to interpretation.

Summarize your Answer here, to 
make your point and what you found 
is easy to locate and understand - 
very helpful for those wanting to read 
through quickly.

Show all necessary information used 
to answer your Question - use the 
title of each visual to state exactly 
what it tells you - facilitates deeper 
understanding of exactly how you 
answered this.

State what you learned from the Test 
Outcome and Supplemental Analysis.

Based on each Learning explain 
what Action will be taken.

Make sure they know who they can 
contact if they have any questions.



Now Make It Repeatable!

If this Primary KPI is one you will be testing to optimize again in the future…. Why not save time and not have to start 
from scratch!

Name the template 
appropriately, including 
“Test Analysis” and 
the Primary KPI it is 
designed around.

Adding additional 
description can help 
make the templates 
intended use more clear 
as well.

NOTE: Other types of test analysis templates  you 
could make are for Homepage Hero, Lead Gen Form, 
or Checkout Funnel.

Make sure to edit your new template to be generic and 
instructive for the next time it needs to be utilized.

Go to the Workspace main menu, click Create New 
Project, navigate to Custom Templates.

Go through the template 
and make the Workspace 
general - clear out any 
details only pertaining to 
your first test and add any 
instructions needed for 
each section.

IX.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS:

To make a template, add “/preview” 
to the end of the URL.  

In future copies, you’ll need to 
reset the report filter to the new 
experiment name, but the other 
filters will not need to be modified.


